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Positives of Quarantine 

Megan Maiers 
Watching the news recently will     

more than likely disappoint you. While      
most news stations focus on every      
negative situation in the world, it is       
important to shine a light on all the        
good things happening.  

In the midst of a pandemic,      
many young people are helping to serve       
their communities. Across the country,     
teens are lending a helping hand by       
helping to deliver groceries and     
prescriptions to those in need. Services      
including Invisible Hands and    
Shopping Angels have inspired more     
people across the country to assist those       
who are at high-risk or are suffering       
from Covid-19.   

While more people begin to     
work from home and do online school,       
air pollution has decreased and wildlife      
is thriving with less human activity.      
Scientists are seeing a major     
improvement on air quality as nations      
restrict the movement of people. Both      
China and Italy are seeing a decrease of        
nitrogen dioxide in the air.  

 
 
 
 
 

The pandemic is likely to have      
an impact on the emission of      
greenhouse gases. In Venice, the lack      
of boaters resulted in clear canals. The       
huge reduction of tourists may be      
resulting in better water quality.     
Quarantine measures have been    
benefiting wildlife around the world, as      
less pollution and negative human     
impact is  

The stay-at-home may feel like     
a drag, as the opportunities to leave the        
house and see friends are now limited,       
however this time is a chance for many        
families to reconnect with each other.      
More families are spending time     
together, even if they are forced to, as        
many of the normal distractions have      
been cancelled. 
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Many major companies are    
doing what they can to honor health       
care workers. Little Caesars is     
donating one million pizzas to     
healthcare workers and first    
responders. Puma has donated more     
than 20,000 pairs of sneakers and      
over 5,000 articles of clothing to      
healthline workers. Following the    
trend, Stanley Black & Decker made      
a purchase of three million face      
masks and other personal protective     
equipment. People across the world     
have found ways to praise healthcare      
workers while following social    
distancing. Many have clapped on     
balconies and gathered in parking     
lots to give thanks to those risking       
their lives everyday to help those      
suffering. . 

Furthermore, many people   
following the stay-at-home order    
have designed home-made face    
masks to donate to those in need.       
The world has come together to help       
those in need during this pandemic.      
Everybody is working towards a     
common goal, and while the news      
may not always broadcast these     
positives, keep an eye out for all the        
good in the world.  



Activity 
Staying Active at Home 

Maia Ouimette 
 
 

Since we are on the stay at home        
order, it can be hard to find ways to stay          
active when it’s much easier to watch       
Netflix all day. We all want to just sit         
inside and be lazy, especially since our       
lives are much quieter than normal.      
However, experts recommend that    
people should still get some physical      
activity into their schedules every day.      
This can help to improve mental health       
and stay as healthy physically as      
possible. Here are a few ways to stay        
active during these uncertain times.  

One easy way to work out inside       
the house without any equipment is      
using YouTube. There are thousands of      
options that can apply to any of your        
hopes for your workout, whether you      
want to have fun and do dance cardio or         
do hardcore abs, YouTube has it all.       

Some popular fitness instructors are     
Pamela Reif and Scott Herman. They      
have varying workout videos, from     
beginning to hardcore, and many of the       
videos do not even require equipment.. 

Yoga is another way to exercise      
both your mind and your body. Mental       
health is just as important as physical       
health, especially during this time. You      
can also find yoga videos on YouTube,       
or you can simply google exercises. A       
yoga mat will be helpful in this       
situation, especially if you have a      
hardwood floor. However, the most     
important thing is to try to have a        
balanced and calmer mind.  

Another way to stay active is      
by visiting local walking trails, such      
as Quarry Park or Warner Lake while       
practicing social distancing. If you     

aren’t able to leave or don’t want to,        
you can walk or run around your       
neighborhood or on sidewalks nearby.     
This is even better if you have a pet         
that needs exercise. A little bit of       
nature every day can also naturally      
improve mental health. 

Of course, there are so many      
more ways to stay active than just       
these. Find what fits best for your       
comfort level, but also try to explore       
new activities. Now is a great time to        
find creative ways to get your body       
moving every day, a habit that can       
stick even after the stay at home order        
ends.  
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Tips and Tricks 
Things To Do While At Home 

Grace Roeder 
 

With the current situation, it     
can be hard for one to entertain       
themselves in the absence of school,      
activities, and hanging out with     
friends. While almost everyone loves     
a break from the typical     
responsibilities of daily life,    
relaxation gets tiresome after awhile.     
Below are 5 enjoyable distractions     
from one’s own boredom during these      
difficult times.  

Do a puzzle Doing a puzzle,      
whether it be 100 pieces or 1000, is        
an amazing way to keep yourself      
busy. They are super easy to get your        
hands on and are something you      
probably already have or can be      
bought for prices as low as a dollar.        
The feeling of accomplishment from     
finishing a puzzle cannot be matched! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Paint or draw There are     
endless ideas when it comes to painting       
and drawing. You could try painting a       
self portrait or challenge a sibling to see        
who can paint the best picture of each        
other. You can even get creative and       
decorate rocks you found outside. 

Cook a meal With so much      
time on your hands, an amazing way to        
both reward yourself and have fun is to        
cook a delicious meal. Instead of the       
usual school lunch, cooking a meal or       
baking with whatever you have in your       
pantry is a great idea. 
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Go on a walk A great way to         
stay active while staying at home is       
going on a walk. You could wake       
around your yard, up and down the       
block, or find a nearby park that is still         
open and walk there. Just be sure to        
adhere to social distancing guidelines. 

Have a picnic Making some     
sandwiches or whichever kind of meal      
you enjoy is a great alternative to eating        
out. With most restaurants being closed,      
you can make your own food and eat it         
in your backyard or, if you feel       
comfortable, order take out. You can      
even support small businesses by     
ordering their food. 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 
Since the coronavirus struck,    

the typical idea of the high school       
experience has changed. With    
schools now online for the rest of the        
2019-2020 school year, the high     
school experience for most students     
has now become waking up, turning      
on their computers, and doing their      
classes completely on a screen. No      
more seeing your friends in class, no       
more seeing your favorite teachers,     
no more spring sports, no more      
stereotypical high school experience. 

With the cancellation of    
school and everything being online,     
the coronavirus has created a new      
normal for students. This new     
normal is having a major impact on       
our high school experience. A major      
thing that has been affected is spring       
sports. The Minnesota State High     
School League, MSHSL, has    
officially cancelled all spring sport     
seasons.  
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Not being able to compete is      

sad, but what’s even worse is not       
getting to be with your team. One of        
the best things about sports is being a        
part of a team and having a second        
family with your team. With the      
cancellation of the spring sports     
season, players are missing out on that.       
This is sad for all athletes, but       
especially seniors. They won’t get to      
play their last ever season of a high        
school sport.  

Another part of the high school      
experience that is being affected by the       
coronavirus is prom. Prom is     
something that many juniors and     
seniors look forward to. With the      
coronavirus cancelling school, it will     
also cancel our prom. Again, this is       
something that is especially sad for      
seniors since that it is their last chance        
to go.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The last thing that is being      

majorly affected by coronavirus is     
graduation. Being able to graduate and      
walk across the stage to receive your       
diploma is the best part of the high        
school experience. You get to walk up       
on stage to receive your diploma that       
you have worked towards for four      
years, and now that might not happen       
for the seniors. The seniors will still get        
to graduate and get their diplomas, but       
the in-person ceremony has been taken      
away. 

Although the coronavirus has    
taken away our typical high school      
experience, we all need to continue to       
follow the stay at home order and the        
CDC and WHO guidelines to protect      
ourselves and others and try to make       
the best of our new high school       
experience. 



Opinion 
Stresses of Online Learning 

Taylor Maiers 

 
Simple as it may seem,     

online learning has further    
complicated what students already    
struggled with. Focusing seemed to     
be an issue in the building with all        
sorts of technology surrounding    
every student constantly, but being     
at home causes the issues to become       
more present as there are no set       
times for class-focusing time, and     
students can easily drift from doing      
an assignment to going on their      
phone with no one to stop them. 

Although focusing is a    
pressing issue, another stressor for     
students includes the difficulty of     
learning without having face-to-face    
contact with teachers. If someone     
has a question on an assignment,      
they must message a teacher and      
wait for the response, delaying     
learning significantly.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

It can be inconvenient for both      
students and teachers to wait for      
messages that may or may not come,       
and it may take a while for responses        
to be sent. 

AP testing is also coming up,      
and this can force students to have       
extra stress because all of their college       
credit hinges on a single essay. If the        
topic is not something they are      
well-versed in, the essay could cause a       
student who would have gotten a better       
score with the inclusion of the      
multiple-choice and other essays to not      
do as well. 

For a lot of students, they are       
anxious when they cannot figure out      
when the next test will be. Even when        
the next test date is posted, the       
students have to study all of the       
information available and are not sure      
which is most important, so they are       
unable to focus on that information.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Technology difficulties can   
also be a stressor to students and       
teachers alike. When an assignment or      
test is posted and cannot be accessed,       
students become frustrated and    
message teachers, who have to figure      
out an issue that would not have       
happened if school was still on campus       
with paper tests.  

With online learning, there    
have been many stressors that have      
impacted learning. From focus to     
academic retention to technology    
issues, it is especially important that      
our school systems figure out     
alternative solutions, especially with    
the uncertainty about the pandemic     
situation in the fall. Although it has       
been a trying time for all, we truly        
have come together during this time      
and tried our very best.  
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Advice 

How to Help Yourself During Online Learning 

Aubrey Nistler 
As Tech has gone completely     

to online learning, many students face      
extensive struggles with working their     
technology, adapting to a new     
learning environment, and especially    
just keeping up with their work.      
Moreover, some may feel unprepared     
and inexperienced as most Tech     
students are not accustomed to the      
routine of online learning. So, in this       
article, the objective is to provide      
helpful websites and discuss    
techniques that can be effective in      
combating the conflicts of online     
learning. 

Tip #1: Have a good study      
space - Whether you decide to study       
outside or in the comforts of your       
room, ensure that this place is quiet       
and convenient. One of the hardest      
problems of working at home is      
having to deal with distractions, such      
as your phone or the T.V., yet       
creating an organized study    
environment helps to eliminate many     
interruptions. 

Tip #2: Join online    
discussions - It may be scary at first        
to talk to a large group of other        
students, but the more interactive you      
are, the better you will be able to        
comfortably communicate with   
teachers as well as your peers.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tip #3: Quizlet - Rated as one       
of the best websites for memorization,      
this website is a super useful source       
when being challenged by hard     
upcoming tests. Not only does it have a        
wide range of study sets, but it also        
allows for any user to create their own        
flashcards and tests! 

Tip #4: Practice time    
management - Although school runs     
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., students are        
given a lot of flexibility with when they        
have to log in and log out. It is         
important to make sure you are setting       
standards on how much work you do       
per day, but also remembering to make       
time for yourself to complete other      
tasks. 

Tip #5: Ensure Reliable    
Internet Access - The first big question       
that came with online learning was how       
students with bad or barely existent      
internet access were going to learn. If       
you find yourself with this problem,      
make sure to contact the school for       
help. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Tip #6: Khan Academy - If      
you are having trouble comprehending     
your teacher’s lesson for the day, Khan       
Academy provides a wonderful outlet     
with a wide range of videos that most        
likely correspond with what your     
teacher may be trying to convey. This       
website is also completely free, so feel       
safe to rely on  

Tip #7: Stay motivated - Truly      
the hardest struggle of online learning is       
being able to stay motivated, especially      
in times like these. The best thing you        
can do as a student is to keep a positive          
mind, maintain an energetic spirit, and      
participate in whatever you can! 
 
 

 


